NEWSLETTER
The termly newsletter for primary school and
academy managers and all classroom based staff

Newsletter 46 – Summer 2020

Wow! What a difference a term makes! The spring term newsletter was devoted almost entirely to a host of
exciting projects and partnerships that I was looking forward to working on with schools in what was
probably going to be the busiest later spring and summer terms I’ve ever had. All of those are now on hold
until later in the year or next year and now we’re in an entirely different world.
Home learning is the focus of this newsletter. In particular, a response to the survey that was carried out
around our schools over recent weeks by Wayne Simner and Alun Williams, two HMIs who have been working
with us. Their work uncovered much excellent practice that has taken off around the county and raised a
number of common requests for support and advice as well as some concerns from schools.
So here goes!

Learning platforms, video conferencing, websites, email, social media
Sorry, a bit of a mouthful of a title but those are the main means currently being deployed to reach children and
families. So what’s the difference? Well, I think quite a bit, and having spent a good deal of time analysing the
responses in the survey I can tell you that the level of positivity expressed as well as concerns held is often linked
to the choices made for delivery.
Some schools were better placed than others here at the start of the lockdown. Teachers who were routinely
using a learning platform such as Seesaw with their children were very well placed to roll this out to home
access, and most have. Schools using such tools effectively, made very positive comments about their efficacy
and the engagement levels of children. The point about a learning platform is that it provides a structure for
teachers to set work, scaffold work, collect in work, “mark” work, return it to children, interact with children,
involve parents, allow children to interact with each other … all without leaving the platform.
Seesaw is being used by 22 of the 50 schools in the surveyed group. It’s not the only “kid on the block” but
honestly, I would start there if you’re new to this game. Other learning platforms are Showbie (1 school), Class
Dojo (2), Microsoft 365 (1) and a few I’ve not come across: Fusion (1), Classroom Secrets (2 – this one looks
promising) and Kinteract (1). It’s really gratifying (given that I’ve been plugging Seesaw for years) to hear that at
least 5 schools have now exceeded the limits of the free platform (which is actually quite considerable) and
purchased a school subscription (more below).
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I’m providing online support for getting started (and going further) with Seesaw via Zoom so please let me know
if you’re interested in this, especially if you want a school session. In the meantime, here are ten excellent top
tips for using Seesaw in lockdown
Several schools are sharing work from school websites or by email. Some with an expectation that work is
returned (by email) others without that pressure. Social media platforms are also a part of the mix here for
some schools (for parents of course not for children under 13). In some respects the “work on the website”
schools were the most enjoyable ones for me to follow up on (because I could look) and I really want to take my
hat off to the army of hard working dedicated teachers who are preparing (and presenting so well) such an
amazing selection of tasks for children to work on at home.

Video conferencing
Zoom School gave my daughter a reason and a purpose to get up each morning. The high expectation for
learning merely transferred from the classroom to the living room! It has been seamless, educational,
essential for mental health and well-being.
Just one of several comments from happy parents at Brampton Abbots quoted by Sara Herriott who shares, in
this brilliant article some of the amazing learning that’s been going on from her classroom over recent weeks. If
you’ve time for nothing else – read that!
Video conferencing is about face-to-face teaching in lockdown (with massive fringe benefits). Zoom has become
a household word over the last few months! Very few schools (4) suggested that this is a part of their offering.
It’s a daunting prospect and really it will only work effectively with smaller groups of children – it’s certainly not
a whole class thing, not to begin with anyway. I started this newsletter while listening to a phone-in on home
learning on LBC – I was struck by a couple of callers (parents) who commented on how appreciated this is and
how effective, (exactly as at Brampton Abbots) not only for the quality of the teaching, but from a child
wellbeing point of view the technology is.
Zoom is a great platform; it’s so beautifully simple and requires
virtually no setup. You can invite people to a conference just by
sharing a web address (which of course could be in seesaw etc).
Zoom is free to a basic level, the most limiting restriction is that
some sessions are limited to 40 minutes – that restriction has
been removed for now, for schools. Others to consider are
certainly Microsoft Teams and Google Meets, but both require more setup and preparation. I just like things that
work well and are simple!
There are safeguarding considerations (just considerations; not reasons not to go here!) and these are
addressed in the template Home Learning Policy I wrote a few weeks ago. If you want some help please just ask.
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Sharing good practice
One of the recurring requests for support
from the LA is to share good practice. At the
start of the lockdown I setup a Facebook
group for this purpose. If you haven’t joined
that, I invite you to do so and to start
blowing your trumpet. What has worked
well, what would you like to know more
about? Or just come in and let off steam –
that’s what staffrooms are for!
The Survey itself contains some excellent examples of good practice. I’ve highlighted it, removed school
identifying data and have shared it with computing coordinators and school admin addresses. If you can’t get
your hands on it please let me know.
We are running an online conference with the aim of showcasing good practice in home learning, much of it
identified in the report. That will happen on Wednesday 8th July, 2 – 4 pm.
We very much want this to be your conference and we want it to be a sharing of good practice. It will take place
in Zoom (please have the app on your device) then use this link to join the meeting on the day. We will send you
the password when you apply for a place, Which you can do here. Please let us know about anything you’d like
to share and anything you’d particularly like to hear about. There is no charge for this event.

Home Learning Policy
I was asked for one of these by several coordinators and head teachers at the start of the
lockdown. An internet failed to deliver a good one so I wrote this. It's based on some
suggestions for good practice from the South West Grid for Learning and designed as a
discussion / CPD resource as much as a policy and if you get a chance to discuss it as a staff
team that will bring rewards.

DfE laptops for vulnerable and disadvantaged students
A common plea for help from the survey was to get more kit and connectivity to more children. One plank in this
is the couple of DfE initiatives about which you will have heard. I have to say, over the years I’ve been involved
in several government projects to get kit to schools and families and they’ve never gone smoothly. The fact that
provision here is woefully inadequate and that nationally only half of these have actually arrived with families
doesn’t surprize me. However, we believe that they should be arriving in schools / with families in Herefordshire
this week (beginning 15th June). Please be in touch if you need to know more.
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Content: what, and help with purchasing subscriptions
Another request in the survey, and something I did a lot in the past, but the bulk purchasing powers of local
authorities are somewhat diminished these days! However, I’m happy to have a go, I’d be interested in hearing
views on what would be useful. My first port of call would be to negotiate a discount on subscriptions for
Seesaw for Schools. Several schools have now reached the limits of what is possible in a few key areas with the
free version of Seesaw, please let me know if your school is in this position.
You may like to know that the content (as opposed to learning platforms / management systems) mentioned
most in the survey was (sorry no link this time!): White Rose Maths, Discovery (Espresso), Education City, Oak
National Academy, BBC Bitesize etc, My Maths, Bug Club, Hamilton Trust.
Did you know that Herefordshire has bought a subscription to the Hamilton Trust resources for all teachers in
the county. Ask your school admin for details.

Herefordshire Computing Progression 2020

This is probably not your top priority at the moment, but you might like to know that I used some time early in
the lockdown to carry out a complete overhaul of the Herefordshire 2014 progression materials. This was quite
a big piece of work and these materials now are fit for purpose again, and shorter! Much more detail about
what has changed on the website (which has also benefited from a bit of lockdown therapy). And if you’re using
these materials there’s also a coordinator’s guide to surviving a deep dive in Computing. Remember those?
Ofsted will have their wetsuits on again one day!)

Herefordshire Computing Support is …
... ME! Mark Sanderson
Computing Consultant
07484 379894

msanderson@herefordshire.gov.uk
www.herefordshirecomputing.com

A part of Herefordshire’s Learning and Achievement Service
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